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Abstract: �at the zero lower bound, buying $400
billion in long-term maturities outright with newly
created reserves...could reduce the 10-year rate by 13
basis points without raising short-term yields.�
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Source: Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen



E¤ect on yields, economy?

I Yellen: 25 bp. 700,000 jobs. All QE: 3m jobs
I Bernanke: Stock prices up, volatility down, bond spreads
down, in�ation up.

I Plosser: No employment e¤ect, big risk of in�ation from
extra reserves.

I This paper: At i = 0, reserves are the same as debt. QE2 is
exactly the same as a maturity shortening.

I Ricardo / Barro / Modigliani and Miller: 0 e¤ect.
I Non-Ricardo (Cochrane, �Understanding policy�). >0
I Also required:

I Additional �segmentation,�otherwise 600b is still small.
I Liquidity (allows �arbitrage,� limited to treasuries) vs. limited
risk bearing (in this paper).



Source: Janet Yellen, AEA speech Jan 2011



This paper. 13bp?

I Procedure:

1. Run regression

ft+1 = c + ρft + φqt + εt+1

ft =
�
levelt slopet curvet

�0
qt = function of bond supply

2. Calculate qt of QEII operation. Simulate the regression.
Calculate.

yield(n)t = bnft

I Problem 1: If the ATSM is right, ft should incorporate all qt
information, φ = 0. (p. 20, 21). (P = E (m� 1j all
information).)

I HW are not using the ATSM to infer the e¤ect of bond supply.
The results are not �structural�, they are just a regression.



Bond supply variable and Vayanos-Vila
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I Bond supply matters only if it exposes you to factor risk �
factor risk premium. (�Limited risk bearing� segmentation,
not �liquidity�.)



Bond supply variable and Vayanos-Vila

ft+1 = c + ρft + φqt + εt+1

qt = 100ΣΣ0 ∑
n
znt b̄n�1 (3� 1)

b̄n�1 = exposure of maturity n return to factor ft (3� 1)
znt = fraction of bonds at maturity n

∑
n
znt b̄n�1 = how much supply znt forces you to bear factor risk

I Forecast yield changes with three linear combinations of
supply, giving exposure of entire US govt bond portfolio to
�level��slope�and �curvature� shocks respectively.

I Good idea in theory but let�s look at q...





I Only one forecasting factor here, not 3.
I Results = a regression of yields on average maturity.264 y (10)t+1

y (5)t+1
y (1)t+1

375 = ρ

264 y (10)t

y (5)t
y (1)t

375+ φ(av. Maturityt) + εt+1



I Regression: 1990, 2000, 2003 maturity ) spreads. Structural?
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74% Return-forecast R2?
level slope curve q1 q2 q3 R2

rx (2)t+1 3.26 -0.55 -3.34 33.56 -34.55 10.24 0.74
t (0.9) (-0.5) (-0.7) (-1.9) (2.2) (-0.8)
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A Few More Problems

I HW ignores market price of risk. Only supply corresponding to
λ > 0 should a¤ect yields.

I CP: Only level risk is priced. HW: only slope supply factor
matters )The right answer is zero!

I znt = entire Treasury supply and no supply of other bonds.



The hidden danger of QEII

I �For reasons having to do with management of �scal risks,
the Treasury is willing to pay a premium to arbitrageurs for
the ability to lock in long-term borrowing cost. If the treasury
has good reasons to avoid this kind if interest-trate risk it is
not clear why the Federal Reserve should want to absorb it."
(p. 26)

I Translation:

1. Long term debt is a wonderful bu¤er against �scal or interest
rate shocks. Prices of long term bonds can absorb shocks.

2. The major e¤ect of QEII is that it shortens the maturity
structure, and makes the US more exposed to roll-over risk.

3. Greece
4. ( �Understanding Policy...�)


